In this study, the electrocaloric effect (ECE) of Bi 0.5 Na 0.5 TiO 3 -0.06BaTiO 3 (BNT-0.06BT) ceramic has been directly measured using a home-made adiabatic calorimeter. The maximum adiabatic temperature change (DT) approaches 0.86 K under an electric field of 5 kV/mm at 110 C, which provides experimental evidence for optimizing the ECE near the type-I pseudo-first-order phase transition (PFOPT). Most importantly, a considerable DT value can be maintained over a wide temperature range well above the temperature of the PFOPT under a high electric field. In addition, DT is closely related to the structural transition and electric field strength. This work provides a guideline to investigate the high ECE in BNT-based ferroelectric ceramics for applications in cooling technologies. Published by AIP Publishing. Recently, triggered by microelectronics development and difficult global warming problems, the electrocaloric effect (ECE) has received considerable interest because of its potential in refrigeration applications. 1, 2 Because the ECE can be achieved by the simple operating force of an external electric field compared with the magnetocaloric/elastocaloric effect induced by large magnetism/stress, the ECE is believed to be promising for refrigeration applications. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The ECE is the temperature variation based on the dipolar entropy change upon the application and release of an electric field. Investigation of the ECE has been revived since a colossal ECE of DT % 12 K was reported in lead titanate zirconate-based antiferroelectric thin films and ferroelectric polymers. 9, 10 Inspired by these intriguing results, the ECE in a variety of ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, and relaxor materials has been extensively studied. 7, [11] [12] [13] However, for normal ferroelectrics with a first-order phase transition, a high ECE can only be obtained in a narrow temperature range in the vicinity of the ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition, and so, relaxor ferroelectric ceramics with a wide and diffuse phase transition are preferred. [14] [15] [16] Under this consideration, lead-free relaxor ferroelectric ceramics may be promising candidates for electrocaloric cooling.
Both the theory and experiment of the ECE have recently progressed. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Unfortunately, there is still a lack of unified measurements to clearly understand the ECE evolution. In many cases, the ECE is not measured directly but calculated based on the thermodynamic Maxwell relation
where P is the polarization, T is the temperature, E1 and E2 are the initial and final electric field strengths, C is the heat capacity, and q is the density of the material. Unfortunately, this relation can only be strictly applied to equilibrium thermodynamic systems. When applied to multidomain or nonergodic relaxor (NER) ferroelectrics, its validity is a concern. Lu et al. investigated the ECE of direct and indirect experiments of relaxor ferroelectric polymers. 23 They found that there is a relatively large discrepancy between the magnitudes and temperature dependences of the two methods. Therefore, exploitation of direct measurement is important.
In this study, based on the above discussion, the ECE evolution of the lead-free ferroelectric relaxor ceramic Bi 0.5 Na 0.5 TiO 3 -0.06BaTiO 3 (BNT-0.06BT) is investigated as a function of the electric field and temperature. On the one hand, large entropy changes can be expected at the pseudo-first-order phase transition (PFOPT). The concept of the type-I PFOPT was proposed by Wu et al. They suggest that polarization degenerates from a finite value to zero at the PFOPT temperature resulting in a positive ECE. 24 On the other hand, in BNT-0.06BT relaxor ferroelectric ceramics, a considerable ECE can be expected in a wide temperature range well above the ferroelectric-relaxor phase transition temperature. 25 The ECE of BNT-0.06BT has been reported, and BNT-0.06BT is considered to be a promising material for electrocaloric cooling. [26] [27] [28] [29] Unfortunately, most research of the ECE has been performed based on indirect measurements, and the ECE remains to be confirmed by direct measurements. Although the ECE in BNT-0.06BT has been Published by AIP Publishing. 110, 182904-1 measured using a modified-differential scanning calorimeter by Goupil and Turki, 30, 31 there is still a large gap between the theory and experiment, and the detailed characteristics of the type-I PFOPT of the ECE are missing. Hence, in this study, the ECE for BNT-0.06BT is determined by direct measurement with an adiabatic calorimeter to obtain insights into the ECE behavior. Based on this method, the temperature change can be directly measured, and other factors that vary with the temperature and electric field and may result in the variation of DT, such as heat capacity, can be ruled out. The details of procedures for fabrication and measurement of BNT-0.06BT are depicted in the supplementary material.
The temperature dependences of the dielectric constant and loss tangent for unpoled and poled BNT-0.06BT are plotted as a function of the temperature (25-400 C) and frequency (1, 10, and 100 kHz) in Figs. 1(a [1 and 2] ). For the unpoled sample, strong frequency dispersion is observed at the low temperature dielectric anomaly, while no clear dispersion is observed at the dielectric constant maximum (T m ). The two dielectric anomalies can be ascribed to thermal evolution and reversible mutual transformation of the ferroelectric polar nanoregions (PNRs) with R3c and P4bm symmetry throughout the temperature range. However, a sharp and discontinuous peak can be clearly observed at T FR % 101 C, which can be attributed to the ferroelectric to relaxor phase transition accompanied by dissociation of the detextured ferroelectric domains into fragments. 32 That is, the NER phase, which exists around room temperature in BNT-0.06BT before poling, can be irreversibly transformed into longrange ferroelectric order under the application of an electric field. 33 The dielectric measurement also confirms the phase structure transformation shown in Fig. S1 (supplementary material). The temperature dependence of the P-E loops and the corresponding J-E loops for poled BNT-0.06BT at E ¼ 6 kV/mm are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c [1] [2] [3] [4] ). Saturated and square P-E loops together with a sharp J-E peak (P1) are observed (for simplicity, only the J-E loops at T ¼20 and 80 C are shown here owing to their resemblance) as the temperature increase to 80 C, indicating a dominant phase with long-range ferroelectric order (non-first cycle). As the temperature increases to 90 and 100 C, slanted P-E loops with two split current peaks P1 and P2 are observed. The splitting of the current peaks has been frequently observed in Bi 0.5 Na 0.5 TiO 3 -and Bi 0.5 (Mg 0.5 Ti 0.5 )O 3 -based relaxor ferroelectrics, which is believed to correspond to the back-switching process of both the field induced nonergodic-ferroelectric P 1 and ergodic-ferroelectric P 2 phase transitions, respectively. 34, 35 When the temperature is further increased to higher than T FR , slim P-E loops are observed. A single J-E peak forms during unloading together with a polarization current platform during loading, indicating the dominance of the ergodic relaxor (ER) phase. Polarization hysteresis is still present even above the ferroelectric-relaxor phase transition temperature, which indicates the relaxor nature of BNT-0.06BT ceramics.
36 Fig. 1(d) shows the polarization of the upper and lower branches in the first and third quadrants of the P-E loops as a function of the temperature and electric field. Here, T FR is defined as the temperature where the maximum change in the polarization occurs at the zero electric field, which is close to the PFOPT and also in accordance with its dielectric properties. With the increasing electric field, T FR moves to higher temperature and finally smears out (as shown by the dashed arrows), verifying that T FR is a function of the electric field. That is, the PFOPT occurs at a lower electric field and gradually disappears with the increasing electric field. 37 Here, the critical point E CP is defined as the field where the discontinuous step vanishes. Under this consideration, E CP ¼ 2 kV/mm. The effect of the shift of T FR and appearance of E CP on ECE and n will be discussed later. Fig. 2 shows the temperature change signal versus time directly measured for poled BNT-0.06BT ceramic from 25 to 140 C under the electric field of E ¼ 5 kV/mm (the ECE for E ¼ 1-4 kV/mm is shown in Fig. S2 (supplementary material) ), where the exothermic peaks refer to the application of electric fields and the endothermic peaks are because of switching off of electric fields. This phenomenon is a typical characteristic of the positive ECE. Although a negative ECE in BNT-0.06BT has been reported by indirect methods, direct measurement would be a more powerful tool to determine the nature of the ECE in BNT-0.06BT systems. [26] [27] [28] [29] DT calculated with Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. S3 (supplementary material) . There is a large discrepancy between the two different methods, and the Maxwell relation is invalid for nonequilibrium conditions such as NER ceramics. Fig. 3(a) shows the electric field dependence of DT for poled BNT-0.06BT in the temperature range of C, where the field-induced DT can be divided into two temperature regions as a function of the electric field: (I) 25-90 C (ferroelectric order) and (II) 100-140 C (relaxor phase). When the temperature is lower than T FR , DT increases with increasing temperature under the same electric field and shows a linear relationship with the electric field at a certain temperature. When the temperature approaches 100 C near the PFOPT, a clear jump of DT is observed in the lower field range followed by linear evolution with the electric field in the higher field range. Fig. 3(b) shows the temperature dependence of DT at electric fields of E ¼ 1-5 kV/mm. The results show that there is rapid enhancement in the ECE around the PFOPT, and it remains considerable over a wide temperature range above T FR under E ¼ 5 kV/mm. Such a result is believed to be related to the contribution of PNR alignment induced by the electric field. 15 Another interesting phenomenon is that the maximum DT is less dependent on the electric field, which is contrary to other BNT-based non-MPB compositions that show a pronounced field dependence. 25, 38 The strongest ECE in the low field range (E ¼1-4 kV/mm) occurs at or slightly below T FR , while in the high electric field range (E ¼ 5 kV/mm), the location of the strongest ECE moves to high temperature. For E ¼ 1 kV/mm, the maximum ECE (DT max ) of 0.063 K appears at T ¼ 90 C, and it moves to T ¼ 100 C with DT max ¼0.44, 0.64, and 0.76 K for E ¼ 2, 3, and 4 kV/mm, respectively. When E ¼ 5 kV/mm, DT max approaches 0.86 K at T ¼ 110 C. The variation in the temperature induces a structural phase transformation from ferroelectric to the coexistence of NER and ER phases and finally to a pure ER phase with a shape change for the P-E loops, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . A clear increase in the electric-field induced ECE occurs around/in the coexistence region of the NER and ER phases as a result of the maximum change in the entropy between long-range ferroelectric order induced by the electric field and the ER phase with the release of the electric field. The important parameter n (DT max /DE) is often used to evaluate the performance of ECE materials. The critical temperature where n reaches a maximum is the same as DT. Differing from the monotonous increase in DT with E, the optimum value of n is obtained at E CP , as shown in Fig. 3(d) . n first increases from 0.063 K mm/kV at E ¼ 1 kV/ mm to its peak value of 0.22 K mm/kV at E ¼ 2 kV/mm, and it then slowly decreases to n ¼ 0.17 K mm/kV with the increasing electric field to E ¼ 5 kV/mm at T ¼ 110 C. A possible explanation for the decrease of n at a higher electric field is smearing of the PFOFT. Interestingly, the maximum values of both DT max and n are achieved in the region with the coexistence of the nonergodic and ergodic phases with the PFOFT, which may provide a guideline to explore the high ECE in BNT-based ferroelectric ceramics. To obtain insights into the underlying mechanism of ECE evolution for BNT-0.06BT in different temperature regions, a modified schematic Landau free-energy curve is delineated in Fig. 4 to reflect the evolution of the entropy and ECE as discussed above. 15, [39] [40] [41] For T < T FR , the system is dominated by the nonergodic phase, and because k B T < local barrier, the spontaneous phase transition cannot occur. With the application of an electric field, ferroelectric order appears, and it is still dynamically stable after the release of the electric field because of the enhancement of the local barriers. In this temperature region, DT slowly increases as the electric field increases and a square P-E loop is observed, as shown in the cyan part of Fig. 3(b) . When T % T FR , the free energies of the nonergodic and ergodic phases become the same. When an electric field is applied, the field-induced longrange ferroelectric order becomes more stable than the ergodic phase. However, the field induced ferroelectric order can return to its original state owing to the low local barrier, and a slanted P-E loop is observed in this temperature region, as shown in the gray part of Fig. 3(b) . Such a transformation is always accompanied by a large polarization change together with a configurational entropy change. All of these results can explain the appearance of the maximum ECE in this temperature region. When T > T FR , the ergodic phase is dominant. The free energy of the field-induced polar phase is lower than that of the ergodic phase with the application of an electric field, and the field-induced polar phase can return to its original state with appearance of a slim P-E loop, as shown in the magenta part of Fig. 3(b) . However, the entropy change in the T > T FR region is lower than that at T % T FR , resulting in a decrease in DT with further increasing temperature. From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the evolution of the ECE is closely related to the structural phase transition and electric field strength.
This study is not dedicated to improving the ECE of BNT-0.06BT systems. The emphasis of this research is to directly study the ECE of an interesting family of materials, with the aim of obtaining insights into the underlying mechanisms behind the high ECE and enriching the knowledge of the ECE in BNT-based ferroelectric relaxor ceramics.
In summary, the ECE in BNT-0.06BT is reported by direct measurements, and the maximum DT max ¼ 0.86 K is achieved in the vicinity of T FR with the PFOFT. Furthermore, n has a maximum value of 0.22 K mm/kV at E CP . Most importantly, DT remains considerable (!0.65 K) in a wide temperature range higher than T FR , which can be ascribed to the contributions of the PNRs. The results obtained in this work show that bulk BNT-0.06BT ferroelectric relaxor ceramics have great potential in refrigeration applications, and they also provide a guideline to explore a high ECE in BNT-based ferroelectric ceramics. 
